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            Technoman Plastic (TMP) is a leading manufacturer of plastic products in UAE, established in 2010 and 
strategically located in Dubai Investment Park 1 providing us with swift access to main access roads and 
short distance from Jabal Ali Port.

TMP is equipped with the latest available technology and machinery in the industry, managed and operated by 
a highly qualified team of Managers and skilled technicians enabling us to produce a comprehensive mix of 
products specially in packaging solutions. 

    TMP is supported by our sister company Technoman Industrial Machinery Manufacturing (TMI)      with state 
of the art facilities in R&D, precision measuring devices and 3D printers for developing and creating new 
moulds at the same time maintaining existing moulds provides TMP with a vertical integration unparalleled 
by any other company. This unique feature delivers faster turn-around for our clients, helping TMP in develop 
new products and maintain existing moulds for better and more consistent production 

TMP operates under Takamol packaging which is active in providing almost any type of 
packaging solution for its customers and can be a one stop solution for all packaging needs. 

Takamol packaging holds the following companies under its umbrella:

Takamol packaging in turn is part of Hassani Group of companies which 
is considered one of the largest groups in the UAE established in 1912. 
HGC is a diversified conglomerate consisting of Trading, Distribution, 
Manufacturing, Retail, Services, Contracting and Real Estate.

1. Beverage bottles
2. Detergent and Lubricant bottles
3. Chemical and Cosmetic bottles
4. Bottles for food and sauces
5. Multipurpose containers
6. Different size and shape closures/caps
7. PET preforms
8. Crates
9. Buckets
9. Styrofoam Products

Machinery Profile

Product Profile

Blow molding machine

One step PET Injection Blow machine

Two step PET injection and blow

Robotic injection

Straw extrusion

Styrofoam injection 

Compaction molding

PE & PP blow molding

PET preform injection  

UV Printing 

Screen Printing 

TMP is committed to serving it’s 
customers needs therefor, it 
has developed one of the most 
comprehensive product mix 
almost all suiting  possible 
requierments.

All kinds of metal packaging and components

All kinds of Duplex Board and Flexible 
packaging and Label manufacturing

Corrugated Carton Manufacturing

Plastic Packaging

Lubricants
Detergents
Personal Care
Bottled Water
Juice
Dairy Food
Closures
General Purpose
Edible Oil




